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HYDROTEC expands in Germany 

Sustainability is enhanced by domestic production 

Wildeshausen, 05th Nov. 2021 - HYDROTEC Technologies AG will move production capacities to 

Germany. As Uwe Brinkschulte (CEO) explains, the construction of a foundry in Wildeshausen is 

intended to make a further contribution to climate protection. It will be built as a state of the art facility to 

ensure low environment impact. Furthermore the foundry will support the regional economy and create 

100 new qualified jobs. 

As an attractive employer, HYDROTEC wants to continue to bear social and environmental 

responsibility and break new ground. Less imports, more sustainability. That is the strategy to follow the 

long and short-term goals. "In materials, processing, manufacturing, transport and recycling, it will 

places great emphasis on minimising environmental impact and optimising resource consumption and 

manufacturing processes", according to Uwe Brinkschulte.  

HYDROTEC is socially committed at all locations and is looking for interdisciplinary exchanges with all 

business partners. As a family-run, international company, it is important to us to maintain a corporate 

culture with equal hierarchy. "An open dialogue between employees and management is just as 

important as the dialogue with the social and economic groups in our region", says Uwe. 

The cast iron products that leave the production processes can later be removed and recycelt even 

after many years. "This is one aspect, which is relevant for producers and investors in construction 

measures", Uwe emphasises. HYDROTEC expects the production to start in year 2023, depending on 

approval procedure. 

 

Company Profile 

In the year 1968, founded as a commercial agency by Gisbert Brinkschulte, HYDROTEC Technologies 

has its registered office in Wildeshausen, Germany. This family-run company counts as one of the 

leading suppliers of manhole covers and drainage channels. The company has 120 employees and 

country representation all over Europe and USA. 
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„With the construction of a foundry at our site in Wildeshausen HYDROTEC wants to make a further 

contribution to climate protection“, Uwe Brinkschulte (CEO).  

 

More information:  

Melanie Lüdeke-Dalinghaus 
Assistant of the board  
HYDROTEC Technologies AG 
Düngstruper Str. 46, 26693 Wildeshausen  
Phone: +49 4431 9355-85   
Email: presse@hydrotec.com 
 

In case of publication, please send a copy of the publication to:  
 
HYDROTEC Technologies AG 
Marketing 
Email: marketing@hydrotec.com   
 
 
You can also find us on the following social media platforms:  

Facebook: www.facebook.com/hydrotectechnologiesAG 
Instagram: www.instagram.com/hydrotectechnologies  
YouTube: www.youtube.com/user/HydrotecTechnologies 
LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/company/6329201 

 
 


